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Seguridad y calidad alimentaria son uno de los conceptos más
demandados actualmente en la industria agroalimentaria. La mayoría de análisis
de control de los productos alimentarios se lleva a cabo mediante métodos
tradicionales (vía húmeda). Los principales problemas relacionados con este tipo
de análisis son el consumo de tiempo para la obtención de los resultados de una
sola muestra, el coste del análisis, así como la limitación en cuanto a su
implantación en la línea de producción o en el campo, entre otros.
Paralelamente al desarrollo e innovación tecnológica, numerosos métodos
han sido implementados para la determinación, evaluación y control de la calidad
de los productos agroalimentarios en las últimas décadas. Estos métodos están
basados en la detección de varias propiedades tanto físicas como químicas
correlacionadas con ciertos factores cualitativos de los productos. Uno de los
métodos más difundido y aún en desarrollo debido a su gran aplicabilidad, es la
espectroscopía de infrarrojo

cercano

(tecnología NIRS, Near

Infrared

Spectroscopy). Han pasado más de 20 años desde su primera introducción como
potente herramienta hecha por Karl Norris en el análisis de la composición de los
cereales.
El planteamiento de esta tesis nace de la necesidad, cada vez mayor, del
control de los parámetros de calidad de los productos agroalimentarios de manera
rápida y precisa. La categorización del trigo en función de su calidad o el valor
añadido que adquiere la soja según el porcentaje de proteína o grasa presente en
una determinada variedad ha llevado al estudio de la aplicación de la
espectroscopía de infrarrojo cercano en dichos productos.

El objetivo general de la investigación ha consistido en la aplicación de la
tecnología NIRS para la determinación de parámetros de calidad en muestras de
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Resumen
trigo y soja. Como consecuencia, este estudio ha dado lugar al desarrollo de
cuatro trabajos:
- “Development of robust soybean NIR calibration models with high
variability and temperature compensation in the base data”. Enfocado al
desarrollo de calibraciones robustas añadiendo variabilidad tanto instrumental
como ambiental en el colectivo de muestras.
- “Adjusting NIR calibrations for intact soybean with different path length
instruments”. Dado la velocidad con que evoluciona esta instrumentación,
existe la necesidad de implantar las calibraciones desarrolladas en modelos de
instrumentación antiguos en nuevos más versátiles. En este capítulo se
explican métodos de transferencia de calibraciones entre distintos
instrumentos.
- “Application of Near Infrared Spectroscopy technology and hyperspectral
NIR imaging for the detection of fungicide treatment on durum wheat
samples”. Este estudio muestra la capacidad de estas dos herramientas a la
hora de discriminar entre muestras de trigo duro que han sido infectadas por
agentes fitopatógenos, afectadas en su matriz y como consecuencia en la
calidad del trigo.
- “Application of NIRS in authentication of bread wheat varieties from
southern Spain”. En este capítulo busca la utilidad de esta herramienta en la
discriminación entre variedades de trigo harinero, factor importante en la
industria harinera.
El potencial de la tecnología NIR para control de la calidad tanto en
soja como en trigo junto con la aplicación de herramientas quimiométricas,
queda patente en este trabajo. La aplicación de la espectroscopia de infrarrojo
cercano puede ser usada para determinar, caracterizar y cuantificar
parámetros de calidad de dichos productos.

XVII

Food safety and quality are currently the most popular concepts in the
food industry. Usually, most control analyses of food products are carried out by
conventional methods (wet chemistry). However, some of the main negative
issues of these methods are: they are time consuming in order to obtain the results
of a single sample, the raising price and the limitation on its implementation in
the production line or in the field, among others.
At the same time to the technological innovation and development, during
the last decades many methods have been implemented for the identification,
assessment and quality control of food products. These methods are based on the
detection of various physical and chemical properties correlated with certain
product quality factors. One of the most widespread due to its wide applicability
is the near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS technology, Near Infrared Spectroscopy).
It has been over 20 years since its first introduction as a powerful tool made by
Karl Norris in the analysis of the composition of the grains.
The approach of this thesis arises from the increasing need of fast and
accurate analyses of quality parameters control on food products. The
categorization of wheat in terms of quality and the added value acquired by the
percentage of soy protein or fat in a particular variety has led to the study of the
application of near infrared spectroscopy in these products.
The general objective of the research has been the application of NIRS
technology for the determination of quality parameters in wheat and soybean
samples. As a result, this study has led to the development of four chapters:
- "Development of robust soybean NIR Calibration Models with temperature
compensation and high variability in the data basis." This chapter was focused on
the development of robust calibrations by adding in the group of samples
instrumental and environmental variability.
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- "Application of Near Infrared Spectroscopy and hyperspectral NIR imaging
technology for the detection of fungicide treatment on durum wheat samples".
This study shows the ability of both tools on discriminating between durum wheat
samples that have been infected by pathogenic agents. Because of this the quality
of wheat grains has been affected consequently by presenting modifications in the
kernel matrix.
- "Application of NIRS in authentication of bread wheat varieties from southern
Spain." This study seeks the usefulness of this tool in discriminating between
bread wheat varieties, important factor in the flour industry.
- "Adjusting for intact soybean NIR calibrations with different path length
instruments". Given the speed with which this instrumentation evolves. There is
an obvious need of using calibration models developed in olden instrumentation
in a new more versatile instrument. This work describes methods of transfering
calibrations between instruments.
The potential of NIR technology together with chemometrics tools for
quality control in both soybean and wheat is shown in this thesis. The application
of near-infrared spectroscopy can be used to identify, characterize and quantify
quality parameters such products.
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1.1.

Agrarian Production
1.1.1.

General introduction to Agrarian Production. A brief history.

The origins of agriculture are independently linked to several
locations across the world, beginning about 12,000 years ago. Vavilov
identified eight centers of domestication, based primarily on patterns of crop
diversity, which Harlan reduced to three the main centers, which were
relatively small areas, and another three rather diffuse regions [1]. These three
“centers” correspond to the Near East (beginning about 9,500 BP); MesoAmerica (about 7,200 BP) and the Peruvian highlands (about 6,500 BP)
(Figure I-1).
At the end of the last Ice Age, humans became more sedentary mainly
due to environmental changes and to a restructured distribution of resources.
New ecological niches offering potential resources arose, and new habitats
were exploited. At this stage, a major advance occurred with the harvesting of
wild grains, hand in hand with the technological advances required to roast
and prepare cereals for human consumption [2].
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The historical trajectory of agriculture was transformed from symbolic
to social and eventually to economic domestication: it began to be seen as a
long-term process, with importance in social and economic areas. Around
10,000 years ago, agriculture began to profoundly change how human
communities worked, many hunter-gatherers moved over to farming and
agricultural societies began to supply food instead of relying on hunting and
gathering. These changes led to an increase in population density and an
increased infant survival rate, but also to a greater spread of densitydependent diseases and other pathological conditions related to poor diets.
What this means is that agriculture helped people to survive but it did not
make them healthier (this was only achieved after the Industrial Revolution)
[3].

Figure I-1. Centers of origin of food production. (Source: Jared Diamon).

Throughout history, depending on their needs, humans have
developed a variety of ways to acquire or produce foods, in order to feed
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themselves and to enhance the health and growth of their populations. In this
context, five main strategies have been recognized as types of food systems:
hunting-gathering,

horticultural,

pastoral,

intensive

agriculture

and

industrialism.
For about 99% of their history, human survival was solely based on
hunting and gathering. This means of survival is the oldest and most widely
distributed, and it was not until 10,000 years ago that societies started to
employ agriculture. The evolution from the hunter-gatherer lifestyle to food
production allowed people to settle down instead of migrating to follow
seasonal shifts in wild food supplies. The toolkit was quite simple, formed by
light killing weapons, spears, atlatls, bows and arrows. For food collection, a
digging stick and a slab of bark or a simple wooden bowl sufficed. This shift,
known by archaeologists as “the broad spectrum revolution”, led to the
domestication of plants as the most important source of subsistence. Societies
based on agriculture were characterized by the use of simple tools and the
lack of plows and animal traction [4].
However, the main advance in food production was the domestication
of animals. Tamed animals became a mainstay of human existence and
development. The animals got used to human presence, became dependent on
a human environment and were a useful tool for traction or transport and a
vital source of milk, meat and hides.
The beginnings of farming were marked by the biological
domestication of plants and animals. The previous role of hunter-gatherers
was to kill animals; now they tried to ensure their survival. These technical
and demographic changes led to much more complex societies, which
eventually brought us to the industrial revolution. Farming implements and
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tools were replaced by industrial-scale agricultural machinery: harvesters,
combines, tractors, cultivators and milking machines. Organic fertilization
systems gave way to chemical fertilizers. These two elements, machinery and
chemical fertilizers, destroyed the traditional function of livestock, which
turned into a mere transformer of food resources.
According to this view, the Industrial Revolution culminated an
evolutionary process that had seen society develop from a traditional
agricultural economy to one where mechanized production processes
produced manufactured goods which were intended for sale on a large scale.
In the period before the Industrial Revolution, food was produced exclusively
for home consumption; after that, the objective was to sell it to distant regions
and countries.
During the period of the Industrial Revolution, there was an enormous
expansion in many areas. These changes have a particular bearing on food
production, regulations, and on quality control too [5]. Although the
principles governing food control can be traced back to times of the earliest
societies, quality control and the basic uses of statistical principles are
modern concepts [5], [6], [7].
Nowadays, quality food control, in a scientific way, evaluates certain
factors (technological, physical, chemical, microbiological, nutritional and
sensorial) and their properties (texture, color, taste, etc) to assess the
wholesomeness of food. The purpose of controlling quality is to maintain
acceptable standards and limits of tolerance according to demand and to
reduce supply costs [5].
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1.1.1.1. Wheat and Soybean crops
Up until 10,000 years ago, humans did not eat cereals. Around that
time, whole grains became part of the human diet, and humans began to move
from place to place to find seasonal seeds, a major food source, and eat them
as they ripened. When the supply of seasonal seed was limited, they moved
on to another food until the next harvest arrived. For the last 3,000-4,000
years, the majority of the world population has relied upon whole grains as
the main proportion of its diet [8].
Of the total of 195,000 species of edible flowering plants, less than
0.1% or fewer than 300 species are used for food; and of these, only 17 make
up 90% of the food supply [9]. Recently, cereal and legumes have become the
main dietary component for the majority of the world population. They play
the leading role in feeding some human populations, especially in
underdeveloped countries, where they make up around 50-80% of their
sustenance, while in developed countries they only represent around 15%
[10]. Derpsh 2010 [11], reported that the world would have to increase its
food production by around 70% by 2050 to meet the needs of its growing
population. These changes would reflect, above all, the rising consumption of
cereals in developing countries, whose average is likely to rise from 2,680
kcal per person in 1997-1999 to 2,850 kcal in 2015 and close to 3,000 kcal in
2030 [12].
Cereals are the most important source of the total food consumption
(in terms of calories) and will continue to be the most essential part of the
human diet by far. In developing countries, the per capita average food use is
now 173 kg, providing 56% of total calories, compared with 141 kg and 61%
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in the mid-1960s. The figure of around 173 kg has remained fairly constant
since the mid-1980s [12].

Figure I-2. Annual Growth Rate of the cereal production from the year 2000-2010. Source:
FAOSTAT

Figure I-2 represents the percentage of annual growth rate of cereals
all over the world from the crop seasons 2000 to 2010. There is a clear
tendency to growth, especially in Africa; America and Asia behave in a
similar way, and both have a growth rate close to 2.5%. Europe follows the
same trend as America and Asia but with a slower rate: 1%. Oceania,
however, shows negative growth. The demand for food grows continuously,
the main reason being improved living standards and diets and the influence
of technological improvements [13]. The major cereal grains include wheat,
rice and maize, with wheat the most commonly consumed.
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The wheat plant (Triticum ssp) covers more of the earth’s crop surface
than any other crop; after rice, it is the main food crop. The cultivation of this
cereal began about 10,000 years ago from wild species harvested by ancient
hunter-gatherers in South-east Asia. There are two main groups which make
up most of the varieties: common wheat and durum wheat. Common or bread
wheat (Triticum aestivum) accounts for some 95% of all the wheat consumed
in the world today; the rest is made up of durum wheat (T.
turgidum ssp. Durum), which is used in pasta and semolina products. The
percentages of the principal uses of this crop are 70% used for food, 19% for
animal feed and 11% for industrial applications. The wheat plant is an annual
grass crop which can reach 1.2 meters in height. The stems are erect, canelike in structure and hollow inside, except at the nodes. The growth of the
shoot is apical and is produced by the stretching of the tissues above the knots
(meristem); the leaves grow from these knots. Like all grasses, the wheat
plant consists of two parts: the sheath that surrounds and protects the stalk or
meristem growth zone and the limb which is elongated and has parallel ribs.
The flowers are not very showy, have no petals or sepals and end in
spikes. Each spike consists of a main shaft or rachis where the spikelets are
distributed laterally. These consist of a main shaft with filaments at the end
enclosing flowering glumes which later begin to ripen. These flowering
glumes are protected by two bracts: the inner is called the palea and the outer,
the lemma. The latter is topped by a beard that gives the ear of wheat its
feathery appearance (Figure I-3).
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Figure I-3. Wheat ear. Source: Wikipedia

The grain is usually between 5 and 9 mm in length and can be of
different shapes from nearly spherical to long, narrow and flattened. The
wheat grain contains 2-3% germ, 13-17% bran and 80-85% mealy
endosperm. Every part of the whole-wheat grain provides elements which are
necessary for the human body. Starch and gluten provide heat and energy;
phosphates and other mineral salts are present in the inner brand coats; fibre
(which helps with bowel movement) is present in the indigestible portion;
vitamins B and E are found in the germ; and proteins are present, which are
necessary to help build and repair muscular tissue [14].
In terms of calories and proteins, wheat contributes to the world diet
more than any other cereal crop. The average chemical composition of whole
wheat grain consists of: 16% proteins, 2% fat, 68% carbohydrates, 11%
dietary fibre and 3% minerals and other components.
In addition, oil crops have also played an important role in increasing
food consumption in developing countries. According to future projections,
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45% of additional calories in the period up to 2030 may come from these
products [12]. This crop sector has been one of the most dynamic in world
agriculture. Over the past 20 years, the sector has grown annually 4.3%, two
points above the average for all agriculture foods [12]. 75% of the world’s oil
crop production is made up of four crops (oil-palm, soybeans, rapeseed and
sunflower seed),

Annual Oilcrops growth rate by region (2000-2010)
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Figure I-4. Annual growth rate of cereal production in the period 2000-2010. Source:
FAOSTAT

Figure I-4 represents the percentage of the annual growth rate in oil
crops. Europe tops the list (with 6.26 %), 1.4 % ahead of Asia (4.89%) and
followed by America (4.07%), Africa (3.19%) and Oceania (2.16%). There is
great demand for oils with the potential for rapid expansion of production and
those oil crops with high protein content are in high demand as animal feed.
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Soybean (Glycine max L.) is one of the world’s most economically
important crops. Its origins are widely believed to lie in China, 4,000-5,000
years ago, and it was introduced in Europe around the year 1712 by a German
botanist, Engelbert Kaempfer [15]. The composition of this seed makes the
plant unique; it has excellent nutritive value, with fibre, a small portion of
saturated fatty acids, 20% of oil content and ±40% protein content, which
makes it suitable for a wide variety of applications, such as human
consumption, livestock feed or industrial purposes. Around 90% of the
world’s soybean production is found in the United States of America,
followed by Brazil and Argentina [12]. It is an annual spring-summer cycle
crop, and soybean plants can reach between 50 cm and 1.80 m in height. The
seed is produced in pods of 4 -6 cm of length which each contain 2 or 3
soybean grains (Figure I-5).

Figure I-5. Pods containing soybean grains. Source: Wikipedia
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From a nutritional point of view, the Soybean plant has some
advantages over other crops: it is N2 fixative, needs low P inputs, can grow on
low pH and high Al soils, and tolerates flooding [16]. It is an exceptional
source of high quality, cholesterol-free protein, and low in saturated fat.
Fibre, which helps to reduce the risk of bowel disease, is its second largest
component.

1.1.1.2 The need for quality parameters in crops.
The growth in the production and consumption of wheat and soybeans
has greatly increased the demand for quality in the original products and their
derivations [17]. It is important to determine the chemical, biological and
physical properties of the grains and to do this, new technologies are needed
to reach the standards established by government regulations rapidly,
accurately and safely.
For instance, traditional methods such as Kjeldahl (to determine
protein levels in wheat); oven drying (to measure moisture in wheat);
combustion (to measure oil in soybeans); ether extract (to measure oil in
soybeans) etc, are considered tedious and time-consuming. There is a
growing need for new technologies to reduce analytical time and provide
reliable results.
NIRS (Near Infrared Spectroscopy) is a relatively new, promising
form of technology. It meets the challenge of the increased demand for
quality in the food industry, from the determination of parameters (such as
protein, moisture, etc) to authentication and certification. Nowadays,
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technology is developing rapidly and the daily search goes on for new
applications to use in the agrofood industry.
The main body of this dissertation focuses on the use of this
technology with certain crop seeds to help in the quality control of
agricultural products.
Before starting with the applications of this technology for agricultural
products, we will start with a brief introduction about the basic principles and
chemometric aspects of this technology.

1.2 NIR Spectroscopy
1.2.1

Introduction and review

The Near Infrared (NIR) spectrum covers the range from 780-2500
nm. It is situated between the middle infrared (2500-50000 nm) and UV-Vis
(280-780 nm) ranges (Figure I-6)

Figure I-6. Representation of the Electromagnetic Spectrum
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Historically, the discovery of the NIR region is ascribed to Frederick
William Herschel, who, in 1800, demonstrated the existence of radiation
under the visible spectrum. He placed a glass prism in front of a slit cut in a
window blind. Mercury-in-glass thermometers with blackened bulbs were
positioned to measure the heat associated with different positions in the
dispersed spectrum displayed on a horizontal surface (Figure I-7). Herschel
realized that the temperature reached the maximum just beyond the red end of
the spectrum. However, he recorded only the beginning of what we now call
the NIR region - it was not until 1840 that the first measurements of NIR
absorption bands were made by his son John Herschel. He put solar radiation
through a glass prism and plotted the perceived evaporation of alcohol on a
blackened sheet of paper as a detector [18].

Figure I-7. Herschel and his experiment to demonstrate the existence of IR radiation

The spectral characteristics of the NIR region delayed it use. In 1881
Abney and Festing [19] documented the first NIR spectra of organic liquid
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over the 700-1200 nm range; Abney associated individual absorption bands in
the NIR spectra with smaller functional groups within complex organic
molecules [18]. However, it was not until midway through the twentieth
century that this technology really came into its own. In 1954, Wilbur [20]
showed the spectral representation of different organic products over the 7003500 nm range.
In the 1960s, with the work of Karl Norris leading the United States
Department of Agriculture (USDA), acceptation for NIR technology as an
analytical method began to grow [21]. There was a growing need for rapid
measurements and the quantitative determination of moisture, protein and oil
[22].
This growth of work involving Near Infrared has occurred recently:
until 1970, there were only about 50 papers written on work involving NIR,
whereas now in the 21st century, the use of this technology has expanded
considerably. One of the advantages of the NIR region is the vast range of
materials that can be studied, often without special preparation [18].
Nowadays, NIR technology has an immense number of applications,
including the pharmaceutical industry [23], [24], [25] and [26]; medicine
[27], [28] and [29]; the textile industry [30], and the petrochemical industry
[31].
In agricultural sciences, this technique has become an important tool
for routine application. The measurement of parameters such as protein, oil,
moisture, ash, crude fibre in grain [32], [33], [34], [35] and [36] or cotton
[37], [38] are widely employed; as are measuring sugar content in grape [39],
strawberry [40] and orange [41] or measuring the qualities of whole olives
[42]. It is used not only for whole produce, but also for control processes of
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animal feed and foodstuffs, such as checking the quality of potato crisps [43],
ammonium monitoring [44], animal feed [45] and [46], checking eggs for
freshness [47] and checking meat [48].
The development of new chemometric tools for data management and
the reduction of the instrumental component, as well as the improvement in
accuracy, have meant that this technology has perfectly suited current needs,
not to mention the advances in NIR instrumentation, such as Hyperspectral
NIR imaging, which allow us to derive significantly more information from
each picture [49], [50] and [51], NIR-microscopy [52] and [53], or NIR
portable [54] and [55].

1.2.2

Basics of Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS)

Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) is based on the absorption of the
electromagnetic radiation over the 780-2500 nm wavelength. The most
important absorption bands in this region are related to overtones and
combinations of fundamental vibrations in the Infrared (IR) region of the CH, -NH, -OH functional groups [56] and [57]; most of the peaks observed in
an NIR spectrum come from stretching movements of these bonds, appearing
between 10 and 1000 times weaker than the main bands (Figure I-8) [58]. The
origin of the absorption bands in the NIR is the same as with the MIR. IR
radiation is absorbed by a molecule when the incident radiation coincides
with the difference between two energetic states. After that, owing to
vibrating movements, a change in the dipole moment has to occur. The dipole
moment is the intensity of strength of attraction between two atoms. The
spectroscopic phenomenon of energetic absorption by matter is caused by
molecular rotations in the far infrared, fundamental vibration bands in the
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middle infrared and, lastly, a combination of fundamental bands and
overtones in the near infrared.
Two types of vibrations can occur in response to light energy hitting
the bonds: stretching and bending vibrations. Stretching vibrations involve
movements along the axes of the bonds. These types of vibrations tend to
happen at higher frequencies (shorter wavelength) [59] and can be either
symmetrical or asymmetrical. Bending vibrations can involve changes
between the bond angles of atoms or groups of atoms and the rest of the
molecule [60].

Figure I-8. Combination bands and overtones of the NIR region.
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1.2.3

NIR measurements

One of the advantages of NIR spectroscopy is its capability of
measuring samples of different types. The ideal mode for NIR measurement
depends on the optical properties of the sample; changes in the particle size
produce changes in the NIR spectrum.
Three ways (Figure I-9) of capturing the NIR spectrum, depending on
sample presentation, can be considered: reflectance, transmittance and
transflectance.

Figure I-9. Different spectral registration, depending on the sample-light interaction.

Diffuse Reflectance (A):
Diffuse reflectance is the sum of absorption and disperse radiation.
This type of measurement is mainly used for thick, solid samples. The
radiation impacts on the surface of the sample and is returned to the detector,
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which is situated in front of the sample at an angle which minimizes the
scatter radiation. The signal is expressed as:

=ac

Where R is the relative reflectance, (R=Rsample/Rstandard) is a proportionality
constant and c a concentration [61].

Transmittance (B):
Transmittance is used for both liquid and solid samples. The
incident radiation passes through the sample and follows the Beer-Lambert
law, the fundamental law of quantitative absorption spectroscopy. This law is
based on the direct proportionality for a given wavelength between
absorbance and concentration of the chemical constituent [62] and its
equation is:

Where transmittance is represented by T, I0 is the incident energy
and I the intensity of energy emerging from the sample. ɛ is the characteristic
absorptivity of a specific component at a specific wavenumber, l is the optical
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path length and c the concentration of the light-absorbing chemical species in
the sample [63].

Transflectance (C):
This means of registering is a combination of reflectance and
transmittance modes, and is useful for thick, liquid samples. Transflectance
measures the radiation as it passes through the sample, collides with a
reflective surface and passes through the sample again to the detector.

Scatter (D):
This process is produced by the redistribution in all directions of the
energy incident on the particles of matter.

1.2.4

NIR instrumentation

The need for a rapid, versatile response in analysis has made NIR a
suitable technique for the assessment of a wide variability of samples. At a
basic level, all NIR instrumentation is made up of:

Radiation source.
NIR energy is provided by a source. The most commonly utilized are
tungsten filaments and halogen lamps, although other sources of radiation are
available, such as LEDs (Light Emitting Diodes) [64]. Ration power is an
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important factor when selecting NIR instruments, since it influences the depth
of penetration of the sample.

Wavelength selection device.
This allows us to collect the spectral information required for the
different wavelengths, splitting the polychromatic light into discrete
wavelengths. This system is the main cause of variability in NIR
instrumentation.
Depending on the device used, two types of NIR instruments can be
found on the market:
Dispersive (such as grating monochromators, or diode array
detectors), which use gratings or prisms to achieve wavelength selection, and
are divided into pre-dispersive and post-dispersive instruments.
With pre-dispersive instruments, monochromatic light is sent through
optical fibre to gratings. The dispersed light is transmitted through the
sample, after which, light passes through a slit and reaches the detector. With
post-dispersive instruments, light is sent directly to the sample. The light
returning from the optical fibre is directed to a grating where it is dispersed
and passes through a slit placed before detector.
Non–dispersive instruments, these do not use any gratings or prisms:
isolation of a spectral band is achieved without wavelength dispersion by
using optical absorption, fluorescence, reflection or scattering. It is also
achieved by the use of an interference filter based on multiple beam
interference.
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Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) spectrometers use a Michelson
interferometer to modulate the intensity of the infrared radiation as a function
of frequency, and then employ Fourier transform algorithms to convert the
resulting time-dependent spectrum into a standard wavenumber.

Detectors.
Detectors receive the radiant energy from the sample and transform it
into an electrical signal. There are various types of detectors used in NIR
instrumentation, depending on the spectral range: Silicon (Si) (which covers
most of the visible range and a limited part of NIR), Lead Sulphide (PbS),
Indium Gallium Arsenide (InGaAs), Indium Arsenide (InAs), Lead Selenide
(PbSe) or Indium Antimonide (InSb).

1.3 Chemometrics
1.3.1

Definition

The evolution of NIR instrumentation generates a great deal of
information in a short period of time, all of which needs to be processed. The
conversion of this information into useful data requires mathematical and
statistical tools, and the discipline that governs how these tools design and
extract the information is called Chemometrics.
One of the many definitions of this discipline was given by
Vandeginste (1988) [65], who postulated that “Chemometrics is a chemical
discipline that uses mathematics, statistics and formal logic to design or
select optimal experimental procedures; to provide the maximum relevant
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chemical information by analyzing chemical data; and to obtain knowledge
about chemical systems”.
The spectral signal obtained during NIR analysis is formed by
complex matrices containing relevant information about the composition of
the sample, which makes the use of chemometric techniques such as
multivariate analysis essential for analyzing and managing this immense data
set. Chemometrics is a practical tool that performs several functions during
spectral management in NIR analysis, such as improving the signal quality,
applying multivariate techniques for clustering samples based on their
qualities or using multivariate techniques that search for a quantitative
relationship between the analytical signal and any property of the sample. The
most common multivariate analyses can be explained as follows:

1.3.2

Signal Pretreatments

Once the NIR spectra are obtained, they can be influenced by changes
in the spectrum not related to the component being studied which produce
interference in the signal (which normally appears as baseline shift, tendency
or sometimes a curvature). Because of this, it may first be necessary to apply
a spectral pre-treatment in order to improve the signal/noise ratio in the
component in question.
Frequent sources of spectral variation are chemical compound
interactions; scattering produced by solid or liquid particles in suspension,
spectral noise produced by instrumentation and overlapping of the spectra
coming from overtones and combinations of the spectral bands [66] and [67].
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Spectral pre-processing consists of a set of mathematical steps
performed on spectral data before developing a calibration model. Some of
the spectral pre-treatment used in our studies are explained below.

1.3.2.1 Spectral Smoothing
The aim of this method is to reduce mathematically random noise and
improve the signal/noise ratio [68]. Smoothing is very useful to eliminate the
noise generated by fast changes in signal amplitude. The most widespread
methods of smoothing are the Savitzky-Golay method and the Fourier
transform.

1.3.2.2 Mean centering
This consists of calculating the average spectrum of all the spectra in
the sample set and then subtracting the result from each spectrum. Mean
centering is a common pre-treatment before performing a calibration model
or principal component analysis.

1.3.2.3 Derivatives
This is one of the best ways of removing baseline effects and enlarges
the differences between band widths and overlapping spectra. The first and
second derivative are the most frequently used in NIR technology. The first
derivative is a very effective method for removing baseline offsets, and the
second corresponds with wavelength movements, such as changes in the
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slope of the curve. Normally in NIR technology, the latter is more commonly
used, which allows us to differentiate overlapping peaks and to reduce lineal
differences.

1.3.2.4 Multiplicative Scatter Correction (MSC)
This procedure corrects the shift produced by scattering with the
linearization, obtained by minimum least squares, of each spectrum to an
original spectrum [69]. The key to this method is that all spectra must be
corrected using the same original spectrum (also called the “ideal” spectrum).
MSC calculates the average spectrum from all the data in the sample set and
uses it as the “ideal” spectrum.
The spectral responses in each spectrum are used to calculate a linear
regression against the corresponding point in the “ideal” spectrum. The
resultant corrected MSC spectrum has the slope and offset values previously
subtracted, and conserves the chemical information while the differences
between spectra are minimized.
This pre-treatment works well with chemically-similar spectra, but a
sample composition with a wide range of variability would not give the
desired results.

1.3.2.5 Standard Normal Variate (SNV)
SNV has the same base as MSC, the correction of the multiplicative
and additive effects, with the difference that a SNV operates on a perspectrum basis. With this pre-treatment, no “ideal” spectrum is required; the
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scattering is removed by normalizing each spectrum by the standard deviation
of the responses across the entire spectral range. The result obtained is a
transformed spectrum with mean 0 and standard deviation 1, and the shift
correction is along the vertical axis [70].

1.3.2.6 Orthogonal Signal Correction (OSC)
OSC is based on the fact that the majority of the spectral variance in a
NIR data set is of little or no analytical value. It is therefore a specific pretreatment for a selective collective of samples and also for the analyte.
Variance that is orthogonal to the property under study is removed from the
data set.

1.3.3 Multivariate analysis techniques
One of the advantages of NIR is its ability to develop quantitative and
qualitative analytical methods for a wide variety of parameters that require
minimal or non-processing analysis.
After applying spectral pre-treatment in order to minimize the effects
produced by the sample, or by instrumental or environmental factors, the
process of qualitative (PCA) or quantitative models (calibration methods)
follows (Figure I-10).
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Figure I-10. Procedure of qualitative and quantitative analysis of NIR

1.3.3.1 Qualitative analysis
1.3.3.1.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
The PCA method consists of a reduction of the spectral data into a
new dimensional space. It is one of the most widely used methods of
variables reduction, allowing us to obtain the maximum knowledge without
losing any relevant information. The reduction of these variables reveals the
existence of similarities or differences between groups or a group of samples.
The new space is defined by axes called Principal Components (PCs)
or Eigenvectors. These PCs are orthogonal. The projection of the samples
onto the PCs called scores (Figure I-11), and the variables are called loadings.
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Figure I-11. 3D example of principal component analysis

The main principle is to approximate the main data matrix (X) to a product of
two matrices of smaller dimensions, given by scores (T) and loadings (P):

Xnxp = Tnxd x Ldxp + E

Where:
 Xnxp is the original matrix with n objects (samples) and p variables
(absorbance values),
 Tnxd is the matrix for the new coordinates of each point according to
the new axis (PCs)
 Ldxp is the matrix that relates the PCs with the absorbance values,
 E is the matrix for the residuals.
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During the PCA, it is vital to select the optimal number of PCs, in
order to divide the component which generates noise from the main
spectroscopic information. This type of analysis is extremely useful,
particularly in the first steps of the process, to have a general idea of the data
when performing an exploratory analysis.

1.3.3.1.2 Soft Independent Modelling of Class Analogies (SIMCA)
SIMCA uses the modelling properties of the PCA technique, with
each class being processed independently. For each class, a PCA is performed
and new samples are tested against each of the models with a cross validation
performance, to check which it most closely resembles. The resultant
analyses correspond very closely to each group defined by the principal
component.
SIMCA is sensitive to the quality of the data used to generate the
principal component model [71].

1.3.3.1.3 Artificial Neural Networks (ANNs)
The design of ANNs was inspired by the structure of a real brain,
although the processing elements and the architecture used now have

developed far beyond their biological inspiration [72]. It tries to reproduce the
simplest connection system existing between the neurons of a human brain.
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It consists of many interconnected neurons in the network, each of
which is able to receive information signals, process them and send them
back with an output signal.

1.3.3.1.4 Support Vector Machine (SVM)
The SVM is based on the classification performance by constructing
an N-dimensional hyperplane that optimally separates the data into two or
more categories. The aim of this technique is to find the optimal hyperplane
that separates clusters of one feature (vectors) in one plane from others in
another part of the plane. The vectors near the hyperplane are known as
support vectors. SVM analysis looks for the line or curve that maximizes the
margin between the categories [69].

1.3.3.2 Quantitative Analysis
This analysis is associated to the relationship between the
concentration (Y) and the reflectance or transmittance measurements (X).

1.3.3.2.1 Partial Least Squares (PLS)
In NIRS analysis, large quantities of variables are given in response to
each sample; unfortunately these variables cannot be assigned to only one
analyte. The calibration process allows us to establish a relation between the
instrumental response and the desired property.
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PLS is probably the most frequently used regression method [73], and
it allows us to calibrate the desired component without the necessity of
knowing the rest of variation sources.
The PLS process is bilinear (like PCA), and the matrix formed by the
X and Y data can be constructed from linear combinations of their scores and
loadings [59]. The main objective of PLS is based on the calculation of the
reduction in variables, where the X (spectral) and Y (analyte) matrices are
decomposed simultaneously by:

X = TPT + E
Y = UQT + F

Where:
 T is the matrix of the factor scores for the new coordinates of the data
points in the X space,
 PT is the matrix that contains the X loadings vectors,
 E is the matrix for X residuals,
 U is the matrix for the factor scores for the new coordinates of the data
points in Y,
 QT is the matrix that contains loadings from the factorization of Y, and
F is the matrix for Y residuals.
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The search for the maximum correlation between spectra and the
analyte is the main characteristic of this simultaneous decomposition [74].

1.3.4 Statistical regression analysis of the results
Once a calibration model is performed, it must be tested in order to
know if the model has a suitable prediction capability. The statistics allow us
to determine the fitness of a particular calibration and give some indication of
the ability of the model to predict the analyte in question.
Statistic analysis establishes the relation between the real and
predicted (Ȳ) values of Y. The regression line obtained by these Ȳ values
versus the real Y values is given by the equation:
Ȳ = a1Y + a0
Where, a1 and a0 are the slope and bias, respectively. Slope and bias
mark the differences between the calibration sample set and the validation
one, and the errors indicate a drift in laboratory chemistry, instrument
variations or wavelength instability [69].
Some of the symbols most widely used and applied in this dissertation are
listed below.
Symbols used in formulae:
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 ∑ Sum of all values in parenthesis
 N Total number of samples used
 ŷ Predicted values
 Ȳ Mean value
 Y Laboratory values
 K Number of wavelengths used in an equation

1.3.4.1 Coefficient of determination

This statistic expresses the amount of variation in the data which is
suitably modelled by the calibration equation as a total fraction of 1.0. If R 2 is
equal to 1, the model explains 100% of the variation within the data. The
lower the value obtained, the lower the amount of variance explained, and for
that reason when performing a calibration model, we always aim to get an R 2
of 1.0.
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1.3.4.2 Standard Error of Calibration (SEC)

This statistic is the Standard deviation for the residuals produced by
the real or wet laboratory analytical values and the predicted NIR values for
samples in the calibration set. The statistic SEC describes how samples fit
into a calibration model.

1.3.4.3 Standard Error of Prediction (SEP)

SEP shows the standard deviation for the residuals between real or
wet analytical values and the predicted NIR values for samples outside the
calibration set using a specific calibration equation. During the SEP
calculation, the accuracy of the wet samples and the uniform distribution for
the validation sample set are important.
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1.3.4.4 Residual Predictive Deviation (RPD)

RPD is the relationship between the Standard Deviation (SD) of the
population reference values and the Standard Error of Prediction (SEP).

If RPD values are below 1.5, the model should be considered poor and not
usable; when values of RPD lie between 1.5 and 2, the models can be
considered fair, whereas when those values are between 2.5 and 3 or above 3,
the predictions performed by the models can be considered good and
excellent, respectively [75].

1.3.4.5 Ratio Error Range (RER)

The values obtained with RER will normally be around four to five
times greater, and more influenced by extreme results, than those with RPD.
When the RER value is below 4, the calibration is acceptable for screening;
between 10 and 15, the calibration is fairly good for quality control and above
15 is suitable for quantification.
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2.1 Introduction
Soybean (Glycine max) is one of the most widely grown crops in
United States and the world. Total production of 2011 was lead by USA
(90,609,800 mt), Brazil (68,518,700 t) and Argentina (52677400 t) [1].
Therefore, the demand for soybean products has increased noticeably.
Soybeans are main protein source for animal and human food as well as one
of the main vegetable oils to produce biodiesel and other industrial uses as
adhesives, coatings and printing inks, lubricants, plastics, etc. [2].
High-protein, high-oil or high-yield cultivars have increased soybean
crop value. Over the years conventional or wet analytical methods have been
used for the determination of the parameters desired. These analytical
methods usually offer accurate primarily proximate results, but are time
consuming and have the disadvantage of being impractical for repetitive
measurements [3]. For that reason the food industry and nutritional sciences
have need for rapid techniques that are economical, accurate, reproducible
and non-destructive.
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The acceptance of Near Infrared Reflectance Spectroscopy (NIRS)
[4], [5] has arisen as an alternative for the determination of various
constituents in different matrices [6]. This technology has already been
accepted by the American Association for Clinical Chemistry (AACC),
Association of Analytical Chemists (AOAC), International Association for
Cereal Science and Technology (ICC), American Oil Chemists’ Society
(AOCS) and International Organization for Standardization (ISO) confirmed
its applicability for routine use [7] (Table 1).

Table II-1. Official standard methods for quality measuring of parameters by NIR

Standardization
organization

Analytical Method
08-21.01 Ash Content in Wheat Flour

AACC

39-10.01 Protein Determination in Small Grains
39-20.01 Protein and Oil Determination in Soybean
39-70.02 Hardness Determination in Wheat

AOAC

997.06 Protein (crude) in Wheat
2007.04 Moisture, Protein, and Fat in Meats

ICC

159 Protein Determination in Ground Wheat and Flour

ISO

12099:2010 Determination of Moisture, Fat, Protein, Starch and Crude
Fiber in Animal Feeding Stuffs, Cereals and Milled Cereal Products
21543:2006 Milk Products.

AOCS
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NIRS provides high performance by increasing product quality
determination and reducing analysis time and cost [8]. Multivariate statistics
are used to develop quantitative models with the information from near
infrared spectra. Instrument model-specific equations for physical, chemical
and biological properties have been developed. The modelling process
comprises the following steps: data exploration, data pre-processing,
calibration design, modelling, validation and application.
Zeaiter [9] defined robustness as “the predictive capacity against
perturbations centred on standard conditions”. The lack of robustness in
calibration models can be caused by variations in the experimental
conditions. In looking for reliable prediction, variations which could cause
loss of model robustness and prediction accuracy must be taken into account.
Cozzolino [10], described sample temperature as the external factor most
widely studied as affecting calibration robustness. Changes in sample
temperature could trigger changes in the intensity of the molecular vibrations,
resulting so, in changes within the spectra.
The basis of the quantitative analysis is establishing a relation
between instrument outputs and the property desired. For calibration, it is
necessary to have a previous knowledge of the variables that are going to be
determined. Reference methods must provides the most precise and accurate
values of the analyte.

2.2 Objectives
The general objective of this study was to ensure that the models
developed were capable of passing the requirements of the National Type
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Evaluation Program (NTEP). This program checks the effects of power
supply fluctuations, storage temperature, levelling, warm-up time, humidity,
instrument stability and instrument temperature sensitivity. Passage is
necessary for use in trade in the United States. With the specific objectives
of:
 Characterization and study of the diverse soybean spectral
information coming from all over the world.
 Development

of

robust

models

that

cover

different

instrumentation models within the manufacturers’ line.
 Inclusion of spectra obtained at Cold, Room and Hot temperatures
making the models more robust to temperature changes.
Including most of the variability possible in the calibration set, will
make those capable of predicting with high accuracy constituents of future
new samples.

2.3 Materials and Methods
2.3.1 Samples and spectra collection
In this study were used 4,179 protein soybeans samples and 4,183 oil
ones from all world origins during 2001-2010 crop seasons. These samples
were received, stored and scanned in the Grain Quality Laboratory, placed in
food sciences building in Iowa State University. This laboratory provides
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instrumental analyses of the chemical and physical properties of grain and
other agricultural products.
Spectra were collected in transmittance mode (log 1/T) using four
instruments: OmegAnalyzerG serials 106110, 106118 and 609448 and
AgriCheck 31002 (Bruins Instrument, Puchheim, Germany). All are grating
monochromator based units with a silicon detector (Figure II-1).

Figure II-1. Disposition of the units into the Grain Quality Laboratory

The spectrum range was from 850 to 1048 nm, every 2 nm interval,
producing a total of 100 data points (Figure II-2).
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Figure II-2. Representation of raw spectra of soybean scanned by OmegAnalyzer G 106110

AgriCheck in approximately 40 seconds analysis time takes 10
subsamples, using a fixed path length cell (30 mm for soybean) while
OmegAnalyzerG has 50 second analysis time for 16 subsamples, having a
variable path length from 8 to 30 mm depending on the variety of grain and
seed.
Sample scans were taken over all instruments at the same day, starting
from OmegAnlyzer G 609448 around the laboratory room.

2.3.2 Reference values
Protein was determined by combustion following the standard of
AOAC (990.03). Nitrogen freed by combustion at high temperature in pure
oxygen is measured by thermal conductivity detection, and converted to
equivalent protein percentage, by appropriate numerical factor.
Oil was determined by ether extract (AOCS Ac 3-44). This method
determines the substances extracted from ground soybean seeds by petroleum
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ether under the conditions of the test.

Approximately 0.6-0.7% of the

soybean oil extracted is phospholipids.
Over the 10 years of the spectra collection, all the reference data came
from the same laboratory: Eurofins Scientific, Des Moines, Iowa
(http://www.eurofinsus.com/).

2.3.3 Calibration and validation set
Two set of samples were required, the first one for construction the library
and the second as an independent group for validating the model [11]. Two
major conditions have to be achieved: 1) representativeness and diversity of
both calibration and validation sets and 2) statistical independence of the
validation set [12].
The starting calibration group (4,179 items for protein and 4,183 for oil)
contained the spectra of samples coming from nine crop seasons (2001-2009)
scanned by the four NIR spectrometers.
As external validation an independent group formed with the spectra of
soybean samples from the 2010 crop season was used. In this case, only three
instruments (106110, 106118 and 31002) were used, for technical problems.
This validation set configuration created environmental true validation
because the validation samples were not statistically or related to the
calibration set.
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2.3.4 Data analysis
Two software were used: 1) the Unscrambler 9.8 (Camo a/s Oslo,
Norway) for calculations and spectral management and 2) for data selection,
Matlab version 7.0 R-14 (The MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA).

2.3.4.1 Data selection of the calibration collective
The procedure of this work was selecting an appropriate calibration set.
The selection was based on splitting the matrices into blocks of related
variables, creating, in this way, a hierarchical model [13]. The blocks, in this
case, were defined on instrument per year; randomly it was selected one year
coming from each instrument, ensuring the total variability included in the
data set: years and instrument (Figure II-3). Blocking the information
generally simplifies the interpretation. Therefore, the initial sets were reduced
to 1,095 samples for protein and 1,072 for oil.

Figure II-3. Representation of the hierarchical model based on years and instrumentation.
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2.3.4.2 Sample Temperature spectra acquisition
Additional samples scanned in OmegAnalyzerG 106110 and 106118 at
different temperatures were expected to make the model insensitive to
temperature variations [14] and [15].
The procedure to follow was established by the Grain Quality Laboratory
(Iowa State University, Iowa, USA): 1) samples were run in the temperature
order: cold (5ºC), room (22ºC), warm (45ºC); 2) samples were always run in
ascending numeric order, following a pre-printed list of sample ids; 3) sample
quantity was large enough to have enough for one complete fill of each
instrument, avoiding refills and recycling (not allowed); 4) samples was
sealed at all times except during use; 5) all samples were run at the
beginning, at room temperature, in a capacitance moisture to monitor for
moisture changes.
The process started analyzing cold samples which have been
previously maintained in the cooler during 24 hours. After running cold
samples they were placed into lab conditions another 24 hours, to temper the
sample to RT before scanning them again.
Once the samples were scanned at CT and RT they passed to be
warmed. Using a Gamet rotating divider (seedburo, Ins., Chicago, IL), about
500 grams of each sample were placed into an oven for approximately 2
hours to reach the temperature of 45ºC and they were scanned immediately
(Figure II-4).
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Figure II-4. Flow chart of temperature compensation spectra collection.

A total of 104 samples were run at cold temperature (CT), room
temperature (RT) and warm temperature (WT). Following the procedure
explained before.

2.3.4.3 Principal component analysis
PCA (described in section 1.3.3.1.1) was carried out as an explorative
analysis of the data structure for outlier identification. The score algorithm
ranks spectra according to Mahalanobis distance (MD), depending on the
spectral and chemical variability of samples in the population.
The application of this algorithm in order to reduce the number of
variables in the correlated dataset [16] was used on the calibration set, leaving
out the validation group so as to simulate a real situation. The spectral pretreatment for PCA were the same as the ones in the regression analysis. The
criterion to selected sample as anomalous was marked as outlier in the 70%
of the analysis (5 of 7 analyses).
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2.3.4.4 Regression models
Partial Least Squares plus cross validation (describe in section 1.3.3.2.1)
was used for model development.
A total of 9 combinations as a result of different pre-treatment and
derivative were used. So that, the first combination used was raw spectra, raw
+ first derivative and raw + second derivative. For the spectral pre-treatment
Standard Normal Variate (SNV) and Multiplicative Scatter Correction (MSC)
(previously described in section 1.3.2.4) the same combination was used.
The statistic parameters used to evaluate the models were: The coefficient
of determination (R2), the Standard Error of Prediction (SEP), the Ratio of
Standard Error of Prediction to Standard Deviation (RPD), the Ratio Error
Range (RER). These statistical analyses were explained in the introduction of
the thesis in the section 1.3.4.

2.4 Results and Discussion
2.4.1. Reference analyses
Before building the model, a study of the reference data was done.
This stage is important in order to know how the sample set is distributed.
This allowed to select unusual samples and included them into the calibration
model so as to increase the collective range.
Statistical analyses of the mean, standard deviation, maximum,
minimum and range over the different years was done before starting with the
multivariate analyses. Table 2 and 3 show the reference values and their
statistical analyses.
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Table II-2. Results of the reference values and statistical analysis of protein
Years

Ext.Val.

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

Mean

36.02

37.32

36.98

36.32

36.00

36.44

37.39

35.43

35.49

36.01

SD

2.54

3.41

2.49

2.97

3.89

4.34

3.20

4.08

4.29

4.22

Max

44.18

46.50

44.00

45.07

46.04

46.31

45.32

44.41

46.89

47.17

Min

31.28

30.11

30.63

27.48

29.74

28.80

30.95

24.72

25.26

28.91

Range

12.90

16.39

13.37

17.59

16.30

17.51

14.37

19.69

21.63

18.26

Table II-3. Results of the reference values and statistical analysis of oil
Years

Ext.Val.

2001

2002

2003

2004

2005

2006

2007

2008

2009

2010

18.11

18.57

17.76

18.15

18.85

18.23

18.10

18.43

18.50

18.25

SD

1.34

1.70

1.56

1.68

2.10

2.21

1.91

1.70

2.79

1.74

Max

21.58

21.85

21.02

21.94

22.52

23.57

22.13

22.36

24.64

21.88

Min

14.35

13.35

12.48

12.74

13.51

12.56

13.70

12.49

11.85

13.87

Range

7.23

8.50

8.54

9.20

9.02

11.00

8.43

8.87

12.79

8.01

Mean

As Earl [17] points out, oil content in soybeans tends to be negatively
correlated with protein content. Tables 1 and 2 showed years such as 2002,
2003 and 2007 present higher values in protein with lower percentages in oil.
On the contrary, years as 2005, 2008 and 2009 present the lesser content in
protein but the maximum in oil.
For model building, some extreme samples were removed taking into
consideration that typical composition of soybeans seeds is 40.69±0.51 for
protein content and 21.38±0.64 for oil content [17] but maintaining the
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widest possible range for both constituents in order to cover future variations
on the composition.

2.4.2 Soybean seed spectra with temperature compensation
Since absorption bands provide information about the individual
bonds and the interaction among molecules, usually some interactions (such
as hydrogen bonding) are very weak to be broken with the increase of the
temperature, causing shifts on the spectral profiles.
Important variation was observed in the NIR spectra of soybean seeds
analyzed at different temperatures. Figure II-5 displays the raw and second
derivative spectra of the mean spectra corresponding to cold, room and warm
temperatures.
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Figure II-5. Near infrared mean spectrum of temperature samples. On Raw spectra
and after Second derivative.

Visually, as it was expected, the three spectra followed a similar
pattern on the absorption bands situated in the same wavelength. However,
in certain wavelengths, there were differences in shifts in the absorbance
levels. When second derivative was applied, the intensity dissimilarities of
the absorption peaks were remarkable.
Absorption bands around 950 nm and 990 nm are most influenced by
water (O-H second overtone). It is visible peak at 950 nm which corresponds
to oil absorption [18]. Changes related to the temperature modification
around the O-H bonds in NIR region are clearly observed. As Wülfert [19]
pointed out, the influence of the sample temperature produces deviation from
linearity and additive effects, perfectly visible at 930 (1), 950 (2) and 990 (3)
nm peaks.
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2.4.3 Principal Component Analysis
2.4.3.1 Sample collective
The principal component analysis was performed first with raw spectra
and then with pre-treatment, in order to visualize the tendency of the
calibration set.
Figure II-6 displays: A) the score plot of the three principal components
coming from the analyses of the 9 crop season on raw spectra and B) after
Standard Normal Variate (SNV) + 2º derivative.

Figure II-6. PC1, PC2 and PC5 scores representation of the distribution during the years
2001-2009. (A) raw spectra and (B) SNV+ 2º derivative.
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With raw spectra (Figure 3.A) it cannot be distinguished seasonal
differences. Scores representation displays a compact clustering of total
amount of samples. Within the first PCs most of the information is explained,
only the first PC accounted for 85.88% of the total variance, with second one
an additional 12.82%. With these two components was explained more than
three quarters of the total variance, and even the fifth component was still
making a modest contribution (0.03%).
On the other hand, when spectral pre-treatment was applied (Figure
3.B) the contribution of the first PC increased 85.87% to 96.98%. This
reflects that the signal of derivative spectra enhance and improve the relation
signal to noise ratio, once the noise and the redundant information was
extracted [20]. Observing the PCA representation of PC1, PC2 and PC5 it can
be distinguished a cluster formed with three of the nine years, which
corresponds to 2003, 2008 and 2009. 2008 and 2009 form two of the seasons
which have less quantity in protein. On the contrary, 2003 represent the year
with lower mean value of oil. The 2009 cluster was most likely caused by
rainfall during the season producing soybean seeds with high moisture.
After outlier detection, the calibration set was reduced into 1,059
spectra for protein and 963 for oil.

2.3.4.2 Sample temperature
As it was said in the section 2.3.2, depending on the temperature the
spectra presented differences in the absorption peaks. Figure II-7 shows the
scores plot corresponding to PC2, PC3 and PC4 axis. There is an obvious
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clustering of three well defined groups (corresponding to cold, warm and
room temperature samples).

Figure II-7. PC1, PC2 and PC4 representation of the temperature samples (Blue: cold, Green:
room temperature and Red: warm).

Even though 99.39% of the variance is explained with the first two
PCs, the information provided by PC4 was highly important since it helps in
distinguishing the groups based on different sample temperature spectra.

2.4.4 Partial Least Square modelling
The final models including temperature had 1,359 (after taking out
two outliers coming from temperature compensation samples) and 1,275
samples for protein and oil respectively. As it was told in the section 2.2.4.4
the development of the models was done with 7 pre-treatment.
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Tables II-3 and II-4 show the comparative results of the calibration with
no temperature samples included (A) and with them into the calibration data
set (B).
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Samples
2
R
SEP
Samples
2
R
SEP
Samples
R2
SEP

OmegAnalyzer G 106118

AgriCheck 31002

samples
R2
SEC

OmegAnalyzer G 106110

External validation

Calibration

134
0.93
0.89

138
0.95
0.87

138
0.93
0.91

1059
0.96
0.66

Raw

134
0.93
0.90

138
0.96
0.86

138
0.94
0.90

1059
0.96
0.66

Raw + 1
derv

st

134
0.94
0.89

138
0.96
0.83

138
0.94
0.88

1059
0.96
0.65

Raw + 2
derv

nd

Pretreatment

134
0.96
0.64

138
0.98
0.59

138
0.96
0.63

1059
0.97
0.58

SNV + 1
derv

Table II-4. A) Results of protein calibration without temperature compensation
st

134
0.96
0.69

138
0.98
0.58

138
0.96
0.61

1059
0.97
0.57

SNV + 2
derv

nd

134
0.94
0.60

138
0.97
0.56

138
0.95
0.61

1059
0.98
0.57

MSC + 1
derv

st

134
0.87
0.64

138
0.96
0.66

138
0.92
0.65

1059
0.97
0.56

MSC + 2
derv

nd
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AgriCheck 31002

OmegAnalyzer G 106118

OmegAnalyzer G 106110

External Validation

Calibration

Temperature Compensation

SEP

R

2

Samples

SEP

R

2

Samples

SEP

R

2

Samples

SEC

R

2

samples

0.90

0.94

134

0.86

0.95

138

0.90

0.94

138

0.62

0.96

1369

Raw

0.89

0.93

134

0.85

0.96

138

0.89

0.94

138

0.61

0.96

1369

Raw + 1
derv

st

0.89

0.94

134

0.84

0.96

138

0.88

0.94

138

0.60

0.96

1369

Raw + 2
derv

nd

Pretreatment

0.64

0.96

134

0.57

0.98

138

0.62

0.96

138

0.53

0.97

1369

SNV + 1
derv

Table II-4. B) Results of protein calibration including temperature compensation

st

0.66

0.96

134

0.58

0.98

138

0.62

0.96

138

0.52

0.97

1369

SNV + 2
derv

nd

0.56

0.93

134

0.58

0.98

138

0.68

0.91

138

0.54

0.97

1369

MSC + 1
derv

st

0.63

0.91

134

0.69

0.97

138

0.65

0.94

138

0.52

0.97

1369

MSC + 2
derv

nd
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AgriCheck 31002

OmegAnalyzer G 106118

OmegAnalyzer G 106110

External validation

Calibration

SEP

R

2

Samples

SEP

R

2

Samples

SEP

R

2

Samples

SEC

R

2

samples

0.51

0.92

133

0.52

0.89

136

0.52

0.93

136

0.39

0.94

963

Raw

0.51

0.93

133

0.57

0.88

136

0.53

0.93

136

0.4

0.94

963

Raw + 1
derv

st

0.55

0.91

133

0.56

0.76

136

0.52

0.93

136

0.39

0.94

963

Raw + 2
derv

nd

Pretreatment

0.49

0.94

133

0.54

0.91

136

0.48

0.94

136

0.4

0.94

963

SNV + 1
derv

Table II-5. A) Results of oil calibration without temperature compensation

st

0.53

0.92

133

0.52

0.81

136

0.48

0.94

136

0.38

0.94

963

SNV + 2
derv

nd

0.53

0.91

133

0.6

0.88

136

0.54

0.91

136

0.39

0.94

963

MSC + 1
derv

st

0.54

0.92

133

0.54

0.78

136

0.5

0.94

136

0.38

0.94

963

MSC + 2
derv

nd
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AgriCheck 31002

OmegAnalyzer G 106118

OmegAnalyzer G 106110

External Validation

Calibration

Temperature Compensation

0.55

SEP

0.52
0.52

RMSEP
SEP

0.92

0.69

RMSEP

2

0.88

R2

R

0.52

SEP

0.93
0.53

2

0.37

0.95

1275

RMSEP

R

SEC

R

2

Sample

Raw

0.53

0.54

0.92

0.55

0.77

0.85

0.52

0.52

0.93

0.37

0.95

1275

0.56

0.56

0.91

0.54

0.92

0.78

0.52

0.52

0.93

0.37

0.95

1275

Raw + 1 st Raw + 2 nd
derv
derv

Pretreatment

0.49

0.49

0.93

0.52

0.74

0.86

0.48

0.48

0.94

0.36

0.95

1275

SNV + 1 st
derv

Table II-5. B) Results of oil calibration including temperature compensation

0.53

0.53

0.92

0.52

0.84

0.82

0.48

0.48

0.94

0.35

0.95

1275

SNV + 2 nd
derv

0.51

0.56

0.91

0.58

0.56

0.91

0.53

0.55

0.92

0.36

0.95

1275

MSC + 1 st
derv

0.56

0.57

0.91

0.57

0.57

0.91

0.49

0.49

0.94

0.35

0.95

1275

MSC + 2 nd
derv
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Regression technique based on NIR display the stronger ability to
predict protein and oil parameters based on wet chemistry data.
With raw spectra, even applying derivative pre-treatment in protein
the SEP values are high, certainly caused by the difficulty in spectral band
identification because they are less intensive and

noisier [21]. On the

contrary, oil differences when applying pre-treatment and raw spectra are not
very significant.
Best results obtained with the lowest SEP, in both case protein and
oil, were those obtained with SNV + 2nd derivative. When including
temperature compensation samples, there were no significant changes.
Williams, 2001[22], expressed the guidelines for the interpretation of
the RPD showed in Table II-5.

Table II-6. Guidelines of the RPD values
RPD
Classification

Application

0.0-2.3

Very poor

Not recommended

2.4-3.0

Poor

Rough screening

3.1-4.9

Fair

Screening

5.0-6.4

Good

Quality Control

6.5-8.0

Very good

Process control

8.1+

Excellent

Any application

Daniel [23] advised the limits of the values for RER in lignocellulosic
feedstock in model performance: When RER is lower than 4, the calibration
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could be acceptable for screening; between 10 and 15, the calibration should
be fair for quality control and higher than 15 suitable for quantification.
Armstrong 2006 [24], reported RPD of 4.9 for protein content in a single
soybean kernel; Wang 2012 [25] determined a RPD of 6.53 for peanut.
Esteve 2012 [26], who compared instrumental response, reported RPD values
of whole soybean seed between 1.46 and 4.46. According to Williams 2001
[22] prediction models for oil are proved to be acceptable for use as screening
method. RPD values between 4.18 (OmegA.G 106110) and 3.86 (AgriCheck
31002) are obtained with SNV+1st derivative.
RPD and RER values obtained in both models are expressed in table II-6
and II-7 for protein and oil, respectively.
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TC

NO TC
16.19
4.80
16.94
4.58
16.19

4.53
16.01
4.74
16.75
4.63
16.37

RPD 106110

RER 106110

RPD 106118

RER 1061118

RPD 31002

RER 31002
4.63
16.37
4.85
17.14
4.63
16.37

4.58
16.19
4.80
16.94
4.58
16.19

RPD 106110

RER 106110

RPD 106118

RER 106118

RPD 31002

RER 31002

Raw

Raw + 1
derv
4.58

Table II-7. RPD and RER values of protein
st

16.37

4.63

17.35

4.91

16.56

4.69

16.37

4.63

17.55

4.97

16.56

Raw + 2
derv
4.69

nd

22.77

6.44

25.56

7.24

23.50

6.65

22.77

6.44

24.69

6.99

23.13

SNV + 1
derv
6.55

st

22.08

6.25

25.12

7.11

23.50

6.65

21.12

5.98

25.12

7.11

23.89

SNV + 2
derv
6.76

nd

26.02

7.36

25.12

7.11

21.43

6.06

24.28

6.87

26.02

7.36

23.89

MSC + 1
derv
6.76

st

23.13

6.55

21.12

5.98

22.42

6.34

22.77

6.44

22.08

6.25

22.42

MSC + 2
derv
6.34

nd
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TC

NO TC
17.23
3.52
16.02
3.93
17.90

3.86

RER 106110 17.56
3.86

RER 1061118 17.56
3.93

17.90

RPD 31002

RER 31002

17.56
3.64
16.60
3.78
17.23

RER 106110 17.56
3.64

RER 106118 16.60
3.86

17.56

RPD 31002

RER 31002

RPD 106118

3.86

3.86

RPD 106110

RPD 106118

RPD 106110

Raw

Raw + 1
derv
3.78

Table II-8. RPD and RER values of oil
st

16.31

3.58

16.91

3.71

17.56

3.86

16.60

3.64

16.31

3.58

17.56

Raw + 2
derv
3.86

nd

18.64

4.09

17.56

3.86

19.02

4.18

18.64

4.09

16.91

3.71

19.02

SNV + 1
derv
4.18

st

17.23

3.78

17.56

3.86

19.02

4.18

17.23

3.78

17.56

3.86

19.02

SNV + 2
derv
4.18

nd

17.90

3.93

15.74

3.46

17.23

3.78

17.23

3.78

15.22

3.34

16.91

MSC + 1
derv
3.71

st

16.31

3.58

16.02

3.52

18.64

4.09

16.91

3.71

16.91

3.71

18.26

MSC + 2
derv
4.01

nd
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Regarding the results of RPD and RER, show that NIR models
developed are suitable for prediction of protein and oil in whole soybean.
Protein best values were obtained with models including temperature
compensation into calibration set. The very high RPD of 7.11 and 7.36 and
RER of 25.12 and 26.02 obtained with MSC+1derivative in OmegA.G
106118 and AgriCheck 31002 predictions, respectively; prove the suitability
of the model for process control. However, OmegA.G 106110 best results
obtained were when SNV spectral pre-treatment was used.
Oil displayed RPD and RER values lower than protein caused by the
standard deviation of the sample set. It can be observed slightly differences
between calibrations with temperature compensation and without it. The
spectral pre-treatment together with 1 derivative showed the best results of
the predictions in the three instruments. RPD values of 4.18 and 3.86
establish these models suitable for screening.
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Chapter IV
Application of Near Infrared Spectroscopy
technology and hyperspectral NIR imaging for the
detection of fungicide treatment on durum wheat
samples
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4.1 Introduction
Durum wheat is an important crop in the Mediterranean area. The main
uses are in human food products, like bread, pasta and couscous [1]. The
common Agricultural Policy Andalusia is the leading region producing
durum wheat in Spain. It contributes more than 74% of the total national
production [2].
Wheat genotypes, agronomics conditions and fertility inputs are the
foremost factors determining durum wheat yield and quality characteristics
[3]. Nevertheless, an important bounding aspect of durum wheat is the
damage caused by diseases. Two of the most important are, above all, leaf
rust and septoria leaf spot (incited by Puccinia triticina and Septoria tritici,
respectively) (Figure IV-1).
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Plant diseases are greatly influenced by environmental factors, including
known stresses as deficiencies of essential nutrients and/or toxicities of other
mineral elements [4]. Modifications in cultural practices, such as direct
sowing, use of Nitrogen fertilizers and irrigation, may contribute to an
increase on the disease severity [5]. Puccinia triticina is the most common
rust of wheat. It has affected wheat for thousands of years. Yield losses in
wheat from Puccinia triticina infections are usually the result of decreased
numbers of kernels per head and lower kernel weights [6].

Figure IV-1. A) Puccinia Triticina, Ida Paul, Small Grain Institute, Bugwood.org. B)
Septoria Tritici leaf disease of wheat. Clemson University - USDA Cooperative Extension
Slide Series, Bugwood.org.

Methods used to fight fungal diseases and the development of new
fungicides in cereals, are based on etiological and epidemiological
knowledge. The presence of a particular fungal disease is related to the
degree of susceptibility of the variety, presence of inoculum, plant
phenological status and climatological factors, especially those associated
with humidity [7].
When infective fungus is accumulated on the grain surface, enzymes
destroy proteins, starch granules and grain cell walls [8], important for
getting the standards. It reduces the yield and quality of grain and forage.
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Seed coming from crops damaged by this disease have low vigour and thus
poor emergence after germination. This can cause 100% yield losses if
infection occurs very early and the disease keeps developing during the
growing season [9].
Consumers are conscious of eating high quality products free of toxic
agents. Increased food scrutiny requires the development of improved and
more readily available analytical methods for food products authentication
and detection of contaminant [10-13]. They want more information on dough
and flour properties and are concerned about the variability in quality, both
within and among lots Near Infrared Spectroscopy (NIRS) has been used for
the determination and quantification of proximate quality parameters on food
(protein, fat, sugar) and for the recognition of transgenic foods [14]. The
basic assumption behind the application of spectroscopy to authentification
lies with the generation of a “fingerprint” of foods. Given that each
ingredient has a characteristic chemical composition it will also have a
distinctive spectrum [15].
In the past decade, significant progress has been made in applying
hyperspectral imaging technology in such applications as astronomy, remote
sensing, and medical science [16]. The need for fast and reliable methods of
authenticity and object identification has increased the interest in the
application of hyperspectral near infrared imaging for quality control in the
agricultural, pharmaceutical and food industries [17]. Early detection of apple
bruises [18]; quality attributes in strawberry [19]; mushrooms [20]; [21];
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bananas [22] and compound feed [23], among others has made that
Hyperspectral imaging has emerged as a powerful technology.
Hyperspectral imaging technology integrates both imaging and
spectroscopy into unique imaging sensors [24]. This technique provides the
spectral information of a scanned sample, resulting in a spectrum per pixel.
The hyperspectral images can be described by a three dimensional array of
size m _ n _ l, where m and n are the spatial dimensions (detector size or
pixels) in the x and y directions and l is the wavelength or third dimension
[25]. For this reason, Hyperspectral imaging presents a wide collection of
data stored in pixels, which with the aid of multivariate analysis techniques,
is capable of extracting the relevant information.

4.2 Objetives
The goal of this work was to evaluate the capability of NIR
technology and hyperspectral NIR imaging to detect differences between
durum wheat seed samples coming from plants which have been treated with
fungicide and those coming from non treated plants, using discrimination
models.

4.3 Materials and Methods
4.3.1 Experimental design
All the durum wheat samples used in this study came from trials carried out
on randomised complete block designs with four replications
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(Figure IV -2). Block design implies that there is only one observation for
each treatment. It is the most common design used in field trials. Blocking
removes as much variability as possible from the random error so that the
differences among the groups are more evident. Crop management on trials
was the standard used by farmers on the area. Experimental plots were 12m2
(10m x 1.20m).

Figure IV-2. Distribution of the blocks design in a field trial.

Although blocks are used in a randomized block design, the focus of
the analysis is on the differences among the different groups.

4.3.2

Wheat samples

For the study were used a total of 213 wheat samples from 27 durum
wheat varieties provided by the Andalusia Network of Agrarian
Experimentation (RAEA), managed by the Instituto de Investigación y
Formación Agraria y Pesquera (IFAPA). Samples originated from four
different trial sites located in Jerez (Cadiz), Camino de Purchil (Granada),
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Tomejil (Seville) and Santaella (Cordoba), each having different agroclimatic
conditions. The 2009-2010 crop seasons were used.
For NIR analysis, IFAPA Center Alameda del Obispo (Córdoba),
received the durum wheat seeds in paper bags containing approximately
500g, and then they were kept on small 250g plastic containers. Two samples
of every variety were received, one, coming from fungicide treated plants (T)
and the other from plants free of it (O), having a final set of 105 and 108
samples of each respectively.
For Hyperspectral imaging, the sample set was sent in plastic bottles
of approximately 250 grams to Quality of Agricultural Products Department
(Wallon Agricultural Research Centre CRA-W, Gembloux, Belgium).

4.3.3 Fungicide treatment
Fungicide treatment against leaf diseases, as the leaf rust Roya and
Septoria leaf spot (incited by Puccinia triticina and Septoria tritici
respectively) consisted of one application with a concentrated suspension of
12.5% p/v of epoxiconazol, Lovit (Basf España S.A.).
A dose of 1Lha-1 (the maximum recommended dose) was applied at
the phenological phase of flag leaf unfolded, where flag leaf and ligule are
just visible. Form this growing stage on leaves are referred in relation to flag
leaf. When the crop was in stage 39 of the code of Weber and Bleiholder
[26], flag leaf stage: flag leaf fully unrolled, ligule just visible [27-28]. The
security time limit of 42 days before harvest was followed.
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4.3.4

Chemical analysis

Traditional reference methods were used to compare the quality
parameters of both groups of samples. For total content of crude protein the
Kjeldahl method was used (Panreac B.O.E 19-7-1977 and 20-7-1977).
Moisture was determined by the Panreac air oven method (B.O.E 19-7-1977
and 20-7-1977). Gluten index in order to determine water insoluble protein
the Panreac official method was followed (B.O.E 19-7-1977 and 20-7-1977).
Finally, total weight of 1000 wheat kernels was performed with Numigral I.

4.3.5

NIR Spectra

The spectra were recorded on a Foss NIRSystems (model 6500 FossNIRSystems, Inc., Silver Spring, Maryland, USA) in reflectance mode, over
a wavelength range between 400-2500nm (Visible and NIR region),
measured in a 2nm steps.
Intact grain samples were placed in a cuvette of 16.5x3.5cm, with a
quartz window (Sample Cell NR-7080) showed in Figure IV-3. In order to
obtain useful spectra and avoid outliers two spectra per sample were
obtained. The cell was filled with about 20g, were scanned to obtain the
spectrum and finally returned to the container and mixed with the remaining
sample (approximately 480g) so as to have the maximum variability and
information into the spectra. The process was repeated again to obtain the
second sample spectrum. To avoid packing variations, only one analyst did
sample preparation.
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Figure IV-3. Display of wheat intact grains in the cuvette. Wheat with and without treatment
(T and O).

Optical density was stored as log (1/R), where R is the reﬂectance
energy recovered by a split detector system with silicon (Si) between 400nm
and 1098 nm and a lead sulphide (PbS) between 1100nm and 2500nm.
Computer with the software ISIscan (v2.81; Infrasoft International LLC. Port
Matilda now State College, PA, USA) was used for the operation of the
spectrometer, and to store and manage optical data.

4.3.6 Hyperspectral imaging
Spectrum data were collected by the near infrared camera, using
MatrixNIR Chemical Imaging System (Malvern Instruments, Analytical
Hyperspectral NIR system Imaging, Columbia, Mariland, USA) showed in
Figure IV-4. It presents an InGas focal-plane array detector (240x320 pixels),
working from 900 nm to 1700 nm spectral range by step of 10 nm (which
means a total of 85 data points) on reflectance mode.
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Fifty random spectra of the total 76800 pixels (240x320 pixels)
obtained per image were selected of each image; two images per sample were
obtained which means a total of 100 spectra per sample. Mean spectra were
computed by averaging the spectra of the kernels within each sample. The
software used to spectral selection was IsysTM software (Malvern Instrument
Ltd).
The inclusion of a mask helps with the selection of the most
representative spectra and avoids the background.

Figure IV-4. MatrixNIRTM Chemical Imaging System instrument
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4.4 Statistical analysis and discriminant equations
4.4.1 Root Mean Squared (RMS)
Filtering of the subsamples spectra was done by calculating the RMS
for this sample presentation form.
The following expressions were applied to calculate RMS values:

n

RMSj =

 (Y
i 1

 Yj )
2

ij

n
n

STD =

 RMSj 

2

j 1

n 1

k m

 STD

STDLimit =1.036 x

2
k

k 1

m

 1.036 x STD

2

Where n is the number of data (absorbance readings), m is the number
of samples, Yij is the absorbance value log (1/R) for sub-spectrum j at
wavelength i (λi) and Ȳ is the absorbance value log (1/R) for the average
spectrum of a sample at wavelength i (λi).
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The STDLimit (Standard Deviation Limit) values were used to obtain
RMSLimit. Once the spectra of samples that exceeded the cut-off limit were
eliminated, other spectra were obtained on the same sample, obtaining new
RMS values. If the new RMS value exceeded the limit again, this sample was
marked as not suitable to be included in the calibration set [29].

4.4.2

Calibration and validation sets

NIR: The total sample set used in the study after applying RMS was
split into two groups: the first one containing the 80% of the total for
construction of the library, which formed the calibration group. Once
calibration model were built they were tested one with the remaining 20% for
the validating purposes, constituting the second group.
The selection of the sets was carried out in a random way with the
option given by the WinISI software: Functions/ select/ Random samples. It
allows introducing the number of samples to select and split the group.
Hyperspectral: Spectra were imported into the Matlab 7.0 software
(version 7.0.0.19920 R14, the Mathworks, Inc.). Prior to calibration
development, the data set were split randomly into two groups: training set
(80% of the total) used for the calibration model and validation set (20%),
which is used as external validation.
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4.5 Data analysis
For NIR discriminant analysis based on Principal Component
Analysis and Partial Least Square Modified was done with WinISI III
software (v1.50e, Infrasoft International LLC).
Hyperspectral imaging was based on Soft Independent Modelling
Class Analogy (SIMCA).

4.5.1 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
Prior to classification models, Principal Components Analysis (PCA),
an orthogonal transformation that enables a subspace of Rd to be obtained
with a minimum loss of information [30] was performance in both sets (NIR
and Hyperspectral). This analysis was explained in section 1.3.3.1.1 of the
introduction.
Additionally, in NIR twenty-four Math Pre-treatment which may
enhance the accuracy of the final calibration model were applied to spectra.
Combinations of derivative (0,0,1; 1,4,4; 2,4,4; 2,10,5), tested on the scatter
correction (Standard Normal Variate and Detrend (SNV+DT) and
Multiplicative Scatter Correction (MSC)) were used over the spectral range
VIS-NIR and NIR.
In hyperspectral imaging Principal component analysis (PCA) was
used in order to reduce spectral dimensionality and to visualize the
hyperspectral data behaviour of the collective for discrimination. Models
were built on raw and with scatter correction: Standard Normal Variate and
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Detrend (SNV+D) and Multivariate Scatter Correction (MSC) and first and
second derivative.
PCA to reduce dimensionality has been coupled with Mahalanobis
distances before carrying out the discriminant analysis [31]. The qualitative
analysis between varieties and removal outliers were done with a
standardized Mahalanobis (MH) distance. It describes the position in the
multidimensional space corresponding to the spectrum of a given sample.
Distances between each sample and the population centre greater than 3 are
marked as possible spectral outlier [32]. It was decided that sample was
eliminated if it appeared as anomalous repeatedly in the different math
treatments mentioned.

4.5.2

Partial Least Squares Modified (MPLS)

In NIR the discriminant model was built using Modified Partial Least
Squared (MPLS), in winISI software; this assigns to each spectrum a value
called a “dummy” variable (or discriminant variable). The new variable
obtained, acquired a value between 1 (samples in the group with no fungicide
treatment) or 2 (with fungicide treatment group). The discriminant variable
limit established for group selection was ≥1.5 [33]. This means that samples
with a value lower than 1.5 is included in one group (in this case are O
samples) and samples with a high value of 1.5 belong to the other group.
A maximum of twelve PLS terms were selected, if the model selected
the 12 PLS terms, the process was repeated with two more terms to avoid
overfitting effect. Internal cross validation (with five cross validation groups)
was used in order to estimate the final number of PLS terms. Using cross
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validation with five groups, on the first pass, the samples of Group 1 are used
for the validation, and those remaining four groups are used for the actual
calibration. In pass 2, group 2 is used for the actual calibration; in pass 3,
group 3, and so on [34]. The math treatments used in both cases were the
same as applied in PCA analysis.
The criteria used to select the best models were: Coefficient of
determination of calibration (R2), Standard Error of Cross-Validation (SECV)
and samples correctly classified (%).

4.5.3 Soft Independent Modelling Class Analogy (SIMCA)
In hyperspectral NIR imaging SIMCA uses the modelling properties
of principal component technique (PCA). So as to search for an optimal
classification model, SIMCA algorithm was applied to NIR spectra on raw
and after spectral pre-treatment (SNV, MSC, first derivative and second
derivative).
The criteria followed for best models selection was % of Correct
Classification (%CC).

4.6 Results and Discussion NIR
4.6.1 Prior analysis
When fungal leaf infection is produced early in the season, often
prevents the development of the grain. When foliar fungus infection appears,
the photosynthesis area decreases which normally means decreases in the
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amount of protein, starch and kernels size and weight. However, once the
grain has been filled, and subsequently infection occurs, its size will not be
affected, even the colour and appearance [35].
Figure IV-5 A represents the raw mean spectra [log 1/R] of samples of
fungicide treatment plant and free of it. And IV-5 B after applying second
derivative to the mean spectra.

Figure IV-5. A) Average spectra of treated (red) and untreated (blue) samples.
B)representation after 2nd derivative.
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In the 1200-1318nm, 1440-1880nm and 1920-2498nm wavelength
regions there were small differences as much as in both displays, which
might be due to different chemical composition in wheat samples. Burns [36]
reported that the 1940nm peak is related with moisture in flour, while
2180nm was assigned to protein absorption, 2150nm area has been used for
protein [37] and 2100nm for starch. Delwiche [38] indicated that the region
1130-1190nm was a stable region for defining a difference that could be used
in classifying normal and scab damaged kernels.
When second derivative is applied differences were reduced, only
some peaks mentioned before, such as 1940nm related to moisture, became
more evident.

4.6.2

Reference analysis

At first sight there is no evidence of any modification in kernels size
or colour by fungus infection. In order to find kernel matrix differences,
chemical analysis were performed. There were not significant differences
between both groups in moisture or gluten index, being both groups
compensated in a similar percentage. On the other hand, protein and 1000
kernel weight showed remarkable grown yield differences.
Figure IV-6 and IV-7 represents the difference between T and O samples.
When the difference appears in the positive part means that the measure of T
samples is higher than in O samples. Treated samples presented evidence
dominance in both parameters; this was expected because when fungal
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infected the plant the development of the wheat kernels is reduced and
therefore quality parameters.

Figure IV-6. Difference between T and O samples in weight of 1000 wheat kernels (grams).

Figure IV-7. Difference between T and O samples in wheat % Protein (Dry basis).
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Thus, the parameters protein and thousand grain weight (indicators of the
quality of the grain) were higher in treated samples (T), mainly due to the
effect that caused the fungicide that prevents the onset of disease.

4.6.3 RMS
So as to perform a filtering process and set the RMSLimit, the values
obtained with WinISI software were multiplies by 106 this allows a better
management of the data.
RMSLimit values were obtained separately for each group. An
individual value for each sample was calculated in order to set the maximum
value.
It was found that there was a tiny difference between the groups,
being establish in 8000 for T samples and 9000 for O samples. Samples
which exceeded the RMS cut-off limit were scanned again following the
steps detailed in section 2.5.1. Finally a total of 12.5% (14 samples) of T and
14.7% (16 samples) of O were eliminated from whole group (Figure IV-8).
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Figure IV-8. Display of the RMS values obtained in each group.

Finally, the remaining spectra were averaged so as to obtain a
representative spectrum of each sample.

4.6.4

PCA

To extract initially spectra information and qualitative differences
between all samples, data analysis was carried out applying the limit criteria
discussed in section 2.4.3. After all the mathematical treatments, only one
spectrum was eliminated (T sample).
WinISI program picked 9 factors to cover 99.97% of the explained
variance. Before MPLS analysis of the calibration group the accumulative
reliabilities of the first 3 PCs were 99.18%, the fourth PC contributed an
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additional 0.45% of the total variance, the fifth 0.10% and 0.24% the
remaining four.
Using the PCA scores, there was no separation between T and O
groups and their corresponding centroids (Figure IV-9).
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Figure IV-9. Principal Component Analysis: First PC versus Second PC on T (treated)
and O (non treated) samples

4.6.5 MPLS
MPLS discriminant models were developed. The dummy variable was
set as a referent values for the O and T group. The specification set was 1
for O samples and 2 for T samples.
A maximum of 12 PLS factors and 5 groups of cross validation were
used in all the PLS models. After all cross validation passes and with the
individual statistical parameter of each group, the number of factors for the
smallest error is established. The number of factors required on the spectral
MPLS analysis was 7-8 depending on the mathematical treatment applied.
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A blind test with 25 samples (12 T and 13 O) was carried out in order
to obtain a validation estimate. With appearance of no difference between
groups a high percent of correctly classification was still obtained. Table IV-1
A) and B) show the best results obtained on the reflectance mode in NIR and
VIS+NIR regions.

Table IV-1. A) Parameter values of the best models developed for
VIS+NIR
R2

SECV

None

Math
treatment
0,0,1

0.50

0.42

Correctly
classify
(%)
0.48

None

1,4,4

0.58

0.39

0.68

None

2,4,4

0.76

0.35

0.84

None

2,10,5

0.71

0.38

0.72

SNV+DT

0,0,1

0.50

0.42

0.60

SNV+DT

1,4,4

0.63

0.38

0.52

SNV+DT

2,4,4

0.74

0.35

0.84

SNV+DT

2,10,5

0.66

0.37

0.72

MSC

0,0,1

0.53

0.42

0.60

MSC

1,4,4

0.73

0.38

0.72

MSC
MSC

2,4,4
2,10,5

0.78
0.66

0.34
0.37

0.84
0.68

VIS + NIR 400-2500nm

Scatter
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NIR 1100-2500nm

Table IV-1. B) Parameter values of the best models developed for NIR
Math
Correctly
Scatter
R2
SECV
classify
treatment
(%)
None
0,0,1
0.50
0.41
0.56
None

1,4,4

0.72

0.39

0.76

None

2,4,4

0.71

0.37

0.80

None

2,10,5

0.69

0.36

0.76

SNV+DT

0,0,1

0.55

0.41

0.68

SNV+DT

1,4,4

0.72

0.38

0.73

SNV+DT

2,4,4

0.84

0.39

0.76

SNV+DT

2,10,5

0.69

0.35

0.68

MSC

0,0,1

0.52

0.40

0.64

MSC

1,4,4

0.72

0.37

0.72

MSC

2,4,4

0.72

0.36

0.80

MSC

2,10,5

0.64

0.37

0.80

The best discriminant model was obtained using the derivative
treatment MSC 2,4,4 in VIS and NIR region, which displayed a SECV of
0.34, R2 of 0.78, with a external validation of 84% of samples correctly
classified. Despite those final values of the models for both regions result
very similar, statistically better R2 and lower SECV were obtained when the
VIS was included.
Lou [39] and Chandra [40] developed discrimination models to assign
categories of wheat kernel damage using a colour machine and hyperspectral
image. Their results were similar to those of the Foss NIR system 6500.
Figure IV-10 shows a linear representation of the external validation.
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Figure IV-10. Sample misclassification (indicated with an arrow) obtained on the external
calibration group.

Quadrant T (T samples) displays one sample belonging to group O;
this sample could present a higher resistance to fungus infection which means
less modification of the chemical composition. On the other hand, quadrant O
presents three samples misclassified, samples coming from treated plants but
appearing in the region on untreated samples.
Menniti [41] reported the ineffectiveness of epoxiconazol at
controlling some other fungal diseases, which could also be the case in the
plants from which these samples come from.
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T samples, including as in the group of O, can be due to failure of
treatment is not 100%, and therefore has caused disease in some plants.
Conversely, the O samples included in the T group may be because some
varieties or growing conditions have allowed disease does not develop in
some untreated plants, which are included in the treated group. In addition to
these justifications must be added the error of the model itself.

4.7 Results and Discussion Hyperspectral.
4.7.1 Spectral characteristics
Once the spectra was obtained, in order to avoid noise interferences it
was removal the two extreme sides of the spectra, resulting in a final spectra
of 71 nm (960-1670 nm). Figure IV-11 shows the characteristic mean spectra
of the 171 durum wheat samples used for calibration, (a) and (b) correspond
to the limits established so as to obtain the final spectra without noise.

Figure IV-11. Mean Spectral representation of Durum wheat samples
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Absorption bands at 1430, 985 and 1210nm are related to starch,
where 1430nm is the starch absorbance band [12]; at 960 and 1420nm related
to water content and 1470, 1480 and 1500 to protein [43] and [44]
Figure IV-12 (a) shows the original image and sample disposition; the
spectral and spatial information were recorded simultaneously providing a
NIR spectrum for each pixel in the image of the sample. In order to separate
wheat kernels from the image background and avoiding select any
interference from background that could influence in the final discrimination
a binary mask was created (figure IV-12 (b)) [45].

Figure IV-12. (a) Sample presentation and image of the variety Imhotep which comes from
Santaella. (b) Mask image of the Imhotep wheat simple

4.7.2

PCA

The principal component analysis was carried out on the calibration
set as a visual inspection. Figure IV-13 shows the three dimensional
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principal component using the first, second and fourth scores vectors. With
the first PC the variance explained of the raw reflectance spectra was
99.95%, the following PC represents only 0.02% of the variance explained.
There is no clear division of the groups. The effect of the infection
was barely noticeable in PC3 and was very weak. These score contain
information related to kernel classification based on fusarium damage [46].

Figure IV-13. Representation of PC1, PC2 and PC3 scores of the calibration group: treated
(red) and not treated (green).

The importance of the first principal component in detection of
damaged kernels with hyperspectral imaging was reported by Singh 2010
[47] and Shanin, 2011 [48]. Lijuan, 2007, [49] used this technique in order to
discriminate transgenic from non-transgenic tomatoes and
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Williams 2009 [50], showed well defined clustering corresponding to maize
classes.

4.7.3

SIMCA

Figure IV-14, IV-15 and IV-16 show the SIMCA classification results
obtained by each method to predict samples treated and with no treatment.
For every model, a success rate was calculated. An important factor for the
classification using SIMCA is the number of PCs to be included in the
different models [51].
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Figure IV-14. Percentage of samples correctly classify (%CC) versus PCs on raw spectra
(blue) and after applying 1st derivative (red) and 2nd derivative (green).
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Figure IV-15. Percentage of samples correctly classify (%CC) versus PCs after SNV
(blue), SNV+ 1st derivative (red) and SNV+2nd derivative (green).
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Figure IV-16. Percentage of samples correctly classify (%CC) versus PCs after MSC
(blue), MSC+ 1st derivative (red) and MSC+2nd derivative (green).

The success rate was calculated. The accuracy of these mathematical
models showed that SIMCA can successfully discriminate between samples
that have received treatment and those with no treatment. Preprocessing the
spectra did influence in the results. However, there is a clear reduction of the
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model capacity of predicting when second derivative is applied to the
spectral, caused by the lost of information (particle size, packaging…).
The best models obtained with a 100% of correctly classification
correspond to MSC with no derivative and using the first two PCs, which
apparently have the majority of the information to discriminate the wheat
samples. Zahn, 2010 [52] reported that the first few PCs were found to be
sensitive to the spectra of the healthy and stressed plants. He worked with
fungal infection levels in rice and hyperspectral obtained the same result
applying Learning Vector Quantization (LVQ) with PCA and second
derivative. However, Esteve 2012 [53] reported that after applying scatter
correction to the spectra of sound and heat-damaged kernels the
misclassification increased.
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5.1 Introduction
Cereals constitute a significant food resource for the world’s
population [1]. Wheat is the second largest grain crop of Spain. During the
latest decade an average of 506,745 hectares in Andalusia were dedicated to
wheat cultivation, of which 126,981 ha were used for bread wheat and
378,006 ha to durum wheat. Because of it geographical and climatic
diversity, Andalusia can produces many varieties of wheat.
The application of the European agrarian politics and the regulation
on domestic wheat quality has made farmers improve their competitiveness
through standardization [2]. The use quality is influenced 60% by genetics
and 40% by management practice.
Werner, 2006 [3] told that “Knowledge of varieties was still low”.
Food quality of wheat is obviously affected by many factors, such as variety
and growing conditions [4]. The quality of wheat grain for milling industry is
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determined by the protein quantity, quality and degree of starch damage and
by alpha amylase content. However, this concept of quality is complex
because not only protein quantity is important but also protein type.
The wheat delivery to the market is an essential point in obtaining
homogeneous flours. Misclassification may result in a decreased quality and
uniformity of the final product [5]. The problem found during this process is
the determination of the physiochemical properties (such falling number,
elasticity, extensibility) of bread wheat that determine the quality of the final
flour. These methods include polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis [6], HighPerformance Liquid Chromatography (HPLC) [7], Sodium dodecyl sulphate
polyacrylamide gel electrophoresis (SDS-PAGE) [8], all are time consuming,
tedious and not suited for real time the variety identification.
NIR has been used for many years in the milling industry. The use of
this technology has allowed rapid and accurate measurement of parameter
such protein [9]; [10]; [11], hardness [12]; [13] and moisture [14]. However,
there are not completely descriptive of wheat use suitably.

5.2 Objective
The goal of the present study is to use NIR to discriminate between
bread wheat samples considering chemical properties and variety.
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5.3 Materials and Methods
5.3.1

Wheat samples

The wheat samples came from the Andalusia Network of Agrarian
Experimentation (RAEA), over the crop seasons 2004-2008, in different
areas of Andalusia.
Five wheat soft varieties “Cartaya”=37, “Odiel”=17, “Gazul”=38,
“Yecora”=29, “Galeón”=33 were used in this work, giving 154 samples.
Yecora, Galeón, Cartaya and Gazul were the more outstanding varieties of
bread wheat along 2005-2008 crop seasons.
Quality analysis of bread wheat varieties are:
Protein: crucial in relation of breadmaking quality. It forms and stabilizes the
foam structure of bread.
Tenacity (T) and the Extensibility (E) relation T/E: Other quality parameters
used by the flour industry, it indicates the balance of the flour and express
what type of work is more suitable to each one.
T/E<0.5 extensible flour
0.5<T/E<0.8 balance flour
T/E>0.8 robust

Baking strength (W): Expresses the baking strength and indicates the work
needed to break a sheet of dough pushed by air. W is represented by the
curve area of the alveogram.
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W>300 strong flour
150<W<300 medium strength flour
80<W<150 normal flour
W<80 non bread flour
Zeleny sedimentation value: gluten quality measurement, higher Zeleny value
better gluten quality. Acceptable bread wheat should have a minimum of
22ml.
Falling number: measure the alpha amylase activity. A value below 180
indicates high amylase activity, resulting in non bread flour. Correct index
values are between 250 and 300 seconds.
Specific weight: it measures a ratio between weight and volume of a given
sample. This parameter is a good estimate of the physical quality of the grain
and milling performance.

5.3.2

NIR spectra

Bread wheat samples were provided by the Red Andaluza de
Experimentación Agraria (RAEA), managed by the Instituto de Investigación
y Formación Agraria y Pesquera (IFAPA). Samples originated from four trial
sites located in Jerez (Cadiz), Granada, Tomejil and Carmona (Seville) and
Cañete de las torres (Cordoba), each having different agroclimatic conditions.
The procedure to collect the samples was the same as described in
Chapter 3. The IFAPA Center Alameda del Obispo (Córdoba) received the
bread wheat seeds in bags containing approximately 500g. They were
transferred to small plastic containers with a capacity of approximately 250 g.
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To obtain the spectral information approximately 22 g of each sample
were used. The NIRS instrument was a Foss NIRSystems 6500 (FossNIRSystem, Inc., Silver Spring, Maryland, USA) working in reflectance, two
detectors Silicon: (Si) 400-1100nm and 1100- 2500nm Lead Sulphide (PbS).
Wavelength increment was 2nm.
Samples were set in a cuvette with 16.5 x 3.5 cm. A quartz window
allows the incident light pass through it. Figure V-1 A and B display the
cuvette used for spectral acquisition and a sample presentation.

Figure V-1. A) cuvette used for placing the sample and taking the spectra. B) sample
presentation before being scanned.

5.3.3

Calibration and validation groups

This part follows the same pattern as the one found in chapter 5
section 3.4.2. The collective was randomly divided in two groups, the first
one for calibration the 75% of the total set, and the second for validation the
remaining 25%.
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Final dataset was set into 116 and 38 for calibration and validation,
respectively.

5.3.4

Statistical and discriminant analysis

Multivariant and statistical analysis was carried out in this work with
WinISI software v. 1.50e (Infrasoft International, Port Matilda, Pennsylvania,
USA).

5.3.41 Principal Component Analysis (PCA)
As a previous step to the development of qualitative models, PCA was
applied (described in section 1.3.3.1.1 of chapter 1). The aim of this analysis
was to identify samples that could be as spectral anomalous (outliers). In this
case the outlier detector Mahalanobis distance (MD) was used. Each sample
which distance was greater than 3 [15], [16] was marked as outlier and not
included into the calibration set.
The same scatter correction and spectral pre-treatment as in the
following section (Modified Partial Squares) were used.

5.3.42 Modified Partial Squares equation (MPLS)
The equations were obtained using the regression method MPLS
(explained in section 3.5.2). Ten blocks cross validation was used to optimize
the number of latent variables.
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The models were evaluated with and without pre-treatments of the
spectra data; combining raw spectra with derivative treatments of 0,0,1, 1,4,4
and 2,15,8 [5] and the same combination with Standard Normal Variate and
Detrend (SNV+DT) and Weighted Multiplicative Scatter Correction
(WMSC) so as to eliminate the scatter interferences. The following spectral
regions were used: Visible +Near Infrared (VIS+NIR 400-2500nm) and Near
Infrared (NIR 1100-2500nm) (Table V -1).

Table V-1. Pre-treatment combination for developing the models
Spectral
Scatter
Derivativ
Range
Correction
e
Vis + NIR

NIR

(400-2498nm)

(1100-2498nm)

None

0,0,1

SNV+DT

1,4,4

WMSC

2,15,8

{ {

Best discriminant models were selected according to the lower error
of cross validation (SECV) in calibration and percentage (%) of less samples
misclassified in validation.

5.4 Results and Discussion
5.4.1

Wheat characterization

Table IV-2 displays mean quality results and it Standard deviation
(SD) of bread wheat samples from 2004-2008 crop seasons.
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Table V-2. Quality parameters of soft wheat samples

Cartaya

Mean
SD

12.48
1.14

1.13
0.54

181.74
48.59

Zeleny
sedimentation
value
29.62
3.88

332.15
114.12

Specific
weight
Kg/Hl
80.40
3.67

Gazul

Mean
SD

13.96
1.28

1.21
0.83

337.10
102.06

40.56
4.25

393.12
18.27

82.00
2.71

Galeón

Mean
SD

13.81
1.39

1.09
0.70

232.20
61.53

39.42
8.03

410.44
18.64

80.92
2.67

Yecora

Mean
SD

13.98
1.41

1.12
0.74

315.00
99.87

40.62
5.65

393.56
21.71

81.49
2.82

Odiel

Mean
SD

11.69
1.10

0.88
0.92

66.14
25.61

26.14
8.91

356.43
20.85

81.60
1.24

Protein

T/E

(W)

Falling
number

Cartaya and Odiel have the lowest values in W and Falling number.
Odiel with 66.14 and Cartaya with 181.74 in W, result of non bread and
medium strength flour, respectively. Gazul, Galeón and Yecora present slight
variations in quality parameters. T/E relation rise above 0.8 in all varieties as
consequence of robust flour.

5.4.2

Spectral characterization

The resulting representative spectra of all the samples are showed in
figure IV-2.
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Figure V-2. Characteristic raw spectra of bread wheat samples.

Spectra characteristics are influenced by size, shape and chemical
composition [13]. Figure V-3 A) displays the average spectra of the five
varieties of wheat and B) after SNV+DT and second derivative were applied.
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Figure V-3. (A)Representation of mean spectrum corresponding to the five varieties of bread
wheat samples. (B) after applying spectral pre-treatment 2º derivative and SNV+DT.

When no pre-treatment was applied the spectra followed the same
pattern despite differences on reflectance light caused by multiplicative and
additive effects. Peaks at 1480 correspond to protein and starch [17], [18]; at
1420 and 1900nm are close to absorption peaks caused by water [13] and
1390 to oil [19]. Second derivative eliminated effects such as particle size or
sample packaging. The major spectral differences were in the 1900-2000 nm
corresponding to water band region [17].

5.4.3

PCA

Figure V-4 shows the representation of the three first principal
components after applying SNV+DT and 2nd derivative. With only the first
two principal components the 95.76% of the variance was explained.
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Figure V-4. PC1, PC2 and PC3 analysis of the five wheat samples: Cartaya (grey), Gazul
(red), Galeón (pink), Yecora (green) and Odiel (blue).

It can be observed five clusters related to the varieties. Even coming
from different parts of Andalusia with their corresponding agroclimatics
characteristics, there is an obvious grouping caused by varietal features
resulting in a detectable effect on the NIR spectra. Varieties were grouped
even though each variety was grown in all regions.
Three samples were eliminated from the data set as consequence of
the Mahalanobis distance (MD) which values were greater than 3. The final
distribution of the samples according to the MD values are represented in
figure V-5.
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Figure V-5. Mahalanobis distances of the group of samples.

The histogram shows the distribution of the Mahalanobis (MD)
distance for the bread wheat varieties. Each bar represents the number of
samples within their situation over the space and the group follows a
Gaussian distribution where most of the samples are placed in the centre of
the histogram.

5.4.4

Discriminant equations and external validation

Models developed follow the combination of the pre-treatment
described in section 4.2. There were carried out 5 cross validation segments
with a maximum of 12 PLS terms. Table V-3 shows the results obtained
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with the models over the VIS+NIR region on raw (none) and after applying
SNV+DT and WMSC; table V-4 only with the NIR region.

Table V-3. Results of the discriminant analysis on VIS+NIR
Scatter
Derivative

PLS
factors

None

0,0,1

None

Classification
(%)

SECV

r2

10

13,51

0,26

0,53

1,4,4

10

5,40

0,23

0,64

None

2,15,8

9

4,50

0,23

0,64

SNV+DT

0,0,1

10

9,00

0,26

0,55

SNV+DT

1,4,4

9

4,50

0,23

0,64

SNV+DT

2,15,8

9

4,50

0,23

0,66

WMSC

0,0,1

10

8,10

0,25

0,58

WMSC

1,4,4

9

4,50

0,23

0,64

WMSC

2,15,8

9

4,50

0,23

0,66

VIS + NIR

correction
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Table V-4. Results of the discriminant analysis on NIR
Scatter
correction

Derivative

PLS
factors

None

0,0,1

None

Error of
Classification
(%)

SECV

r2

10

36,94

0,34

0,24

1,4,4

10

18,01

0,28

0,49

None

2,15,8

10

18,01

0,29

0,46

SNV+DT

0,0,1

10

32,43

0,32

0,34

SNV+DT

1,4,4

10

16,22

0,28

0,50

SNV+DT

2,15,8

10

13,51

0,28

0,51

WMSC

0,0,1

10

33,33

0,34

0,28

WMSC

1,4,4

10

13,51

0,28

0,50

WMSC

2,15,8

10

12,61

0,28

0,49

Results obtained for the 18 analysis including both regions showed
that equations developed over the VIS+NIR region had lower error of
classification that NIR one, accounting in some models with one additional
pls factor. Features related to visible region have demonstrated high
discrimination capability in previous statistical classification models [20].
Pigmentation was sufficiently different in the types of kernels over the 400780nm visible range to be detected by the silicon detector.
It can be seen that when applying either SNV+DT or MSC the
accuracy of the models improve considerably. Derivatives were necessary to
reduce error. Over the 400-2500nm the error of classification when no
derivative is used is two times higher than when it was used. In NIR region
the impact of derivatives is even larger (three times than when it is applied).
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In the two models based in VIS+NIR region with SNV+DT+2º derivative
and WMSC+2º derivative the 95,5% of the variance is explained.
Classification matrix is showed in figure V-6.

Figure V-6. Classification matrix of the discriminant model WMSC + 2º derv.

Cartaya, Gazul and Yecora are perfectly differentiated from the rest of
the groups with no erroneous classification. Galeón identified as Gazul and
Odiel. Three samples of Odiel were situated in the groups Cartaya, Gazul and
Yecora.
Table V-5 represents the confusion matrix of the external validation
with the best model used.

Table V-5. Confusion matrix of external validation
Corretly
Erroneously
Varieties
classify
classify
Cartaya
Gazul
Yecora
Odiel
Galeón
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9
6
10
4
7

1
0
0
1
0
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The results displayed in the table agreed with the original PC analysis.
Samples erroneously classified only represent 5.26%.
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1.

Chapter 2. Development of robust soybean NIR calibration models

with high variability and temperature compensation in the base data
. The use of hierarchical models with multivariate methods for the reduction
of large data sets, dismissed the noise and improved the ability of accuracy
and prediction of the predicted values.
. The inclusion of temperature compensation samples into the base model
showed slight improvements in the models, but reasonable for future
reliable predictions.

2. Application of Near Infrared Spectroscopy technology and hyperspectral
NIR imaging for the detection of fungicide treatment on durum wheat
samples

141

Conclusions
. The results obtained in this study showed that the application of Near
Infrared Reflectance Spectroscopy and Hyperspectral NIR imaging could be
useful and fast method to use for the assessment of durum wheat disease
effects.

3. Application of NIRS in authentication of bread wheat varieties from
southern Spain.

. The potential of Near Infrared for the determination of bread wheat samples
according to their varieties is showed in this study. The results obtained
showed the capacity of NIR to varietal discrimination.
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